Washing:

*Menzerna Auto Shampoo* is highly concentrated. A small amount (1/2 to 1 oz.) will create generous suds. Using too much concentrate is wasteful and may leave a soap film on the surface. Start washing from the top down and rinse often during washing. Do a final rinse with free-flowing water (nozzle off the hose). Dry the vehicle with a Microfiber towel, chamois or terry towel.

Polishing:

Polishing with *Menzerna Final Polish II* is the first step to a clean, smooth, highly reflective surface. Polishing removes old wax, imbedded surface grime, pollution and minor swirls. It burnishes the surface to a mirror-like finish without creating swirls.

Menzerna Final Polish II is a water-based polish, safe for new paint or factory cured paint with or without a clear coat.

**Applying Final Polish by Hand:**

Mist a terry or Microfiber Applicator Pad with water and apply a quarter-size amount of polish. Work on areas of two sq. ft. Apply polish to a cool surface, out of direct sunlight. Wipe polish over the area using a firm pressure until almost dry.

Buff off residues with a damp towel.
Wipe off residues with a damp Microfiber cloth. Continue polishing in two sq. ft. sections until the entire vehicle is done.

Note: Applying polish to a hot paint surface can create a film that is difficult to buff off. If residues resist easy buffing, spray the surface with any quick-detail spray and buff with a dry Microfiber cloth.

After polishing, apply Menzerna Finishing Touch Glaze or finish with Menzerna FMJ (Full Molecular Jacket) paint protectant.

Applying Final Polish by Machine: (Porter Cable 7424 polisher)
• Work on areas of 2 sq. ft., out of direct sunlight.
• Apply two, 8 inch lines of polish on the paint.
• Place a foam polishing pad on the machine and mist the pad with water.
• With machine off, spread polish over the surface using the foam pad. This coats the pad and the surface with polish.
• Set the Porter Cable’s speed dial between 3-1/2 and 4. Place the pad on the paint and turn the machine on.
• Work the pad over the surface several times in a figure-8 pattern until the polish starts to dry.
• Wipe off residues with a damp Terry or Microfiber cloth and inspect the surface. If swirls or blemishes remain, repeat the polishing and inspection procedure until the surface is defect free or until no further improvement can be observed. Continue polishing in 2 to 3 sq. ft. sections until the entire vehicle is done.
• After polishing, apply Menzerna Finishing Touch Glaze or finish with Menzerna FMJ (Full Molecular Jacket) paint protectant.

**Glazing:**

Glazing with Menzerna Finishing Touch Glaze after polishing increases the paint’s brilliance and clarity, imparts a liquid-like shimmer and visually masks minor swirls and imperfections.

Finishing Touch Glaze hides the scars and wrinkles of daily life and gives your car’s skin the healthy glow of youth.

**Applying Finishing Touch by Hand:**

Apply a quarter-size amount of glaze to a dry Microfiber Applicator Pad. Work on areas of 2 to 3 sq. ft. Apply glaze to a cool surface, out of direct sunlight. Wipe glaze over the paint using a light pressure until almost dry.

Buff off residues with a dry towel.
Wipe off residues with a dry Microfiber cloth. Continue glazing in 2 to 3 sq. ft. sections until the entire vehicle is done.

**Note:** Finishing Touch Glaze wipes on and buffs off using a dry applicator and towel. This is the opposite of Final Polish which uses a damp applicator and damp wipe towel.

After glazing, apply Menzerna FMJ (Full Molecular Jacket) paint protectant.

---

**Applying Finishing Touch Glaze by Machine:**

(Porter Cable 7424 polisher)

- Work on areas of 2 sq. ft. out of direct sunlight.
- Apply two, 8 inch lines of polish on the paint.
- Place a dry foam or Microfiber polishing pad on the machine.
- With machine off, spread glaze over the surface using the foam pad. This coats the pad and the surface with glaze.
- Set the Porter Cable’s speed dial between 3-1/2 and 4. Press the pad against the paint and turn the machine on.
- Work the glaze over the surface until the glaze starts to dry.
- Wipe off residues with a dry Microfiber cloth.
- After glazing, finish with Menzerna FMJ (Full Molecular Jacket) protectant.

---

Apply Finishing Touch to paint.  
Spread polish with machine off.  
Polish in a figure-8 pattern.  
Buff residues with a dry cloth.
FMJ - Menzerna’s new super “wax”.

*Menzerna FMJ (Full Molecular Jacket)* is an advanced, water-based, paint protectant using state-of-the-art, German super-polymers to project a remarkably clear, emotionally vibrant shine with a shimmering liquidity.

FMJ protects your car’s finish like a jacket of transparent armor. This jacket resists abrasion, acid rain, salt air, industrial pollution and weathering. FMJ wipes on and buffs off easily and can be “layered” in multiple coats without fear of yellowing, hazing or discoloration.

**Applying FMJ by Hand:**

Apply a small amount of FMJ to a **dry** Microfiber or Micro-finger Applicator Pad and apply in broad, overlapping, circular motions. Work on a cool paint surface, out of direct sunlight. Add small amounts of product as necessary to keep pad moist.

Do not overapply. A little product goes a long way.

Wipe over surface until almost dry.

Allow FMJ to dry to a light haze. The longer it stays on the surface, the easier it will be to buff off. Buff off **dry** residues with a **dry** Microfiber cloth.

If residues resist easy buffing, spray the surface with any quick detail spray and wipe with a dry Microfiber cloth.

Buff off residues with a dry towel.
Applying FMJ by Machine: (Porter Cable 7424 polisher)

- Work on areas of 4 to 6 sq. ft. (1/2 of the hood), out of direct sunlight.
- Place a dry foam finishing pad or Microfinger Pad on your machine.
- Apply an “X” of product on the pad.
- Set the Porter Cable’s speed dial between 3-1/2 and 4. Place the pad against the paint and turn the machine on.
- Work FMJ over the surface until it starts to dry.
- Wipe off residues with a dry Microfiber cloth.

Put an X of FMJ on a finishing pad. 
Set speed dial between 3-1/2 & 4.

Apply in broad overlapping motions. 
Buff residues with a dry cloth.

Wash pads with soapy water. 
Rinse and allow pads to air dry.
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Finishing Touch Glaze
Final Polish II
Intensive Polish
FMJ — Full Molecular Jacket
Power Gloss Compound
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